Dynamics of neuron spike activity in the oral nucleus of the pons during the sleep-waking cycle in cats.
Chronic experiments on five cats were performed to study the spike activity of neurons in the oral nucleus of the pons during waking, slow-wave sleep, and paradoxical sleep. Groups of neurons with different dynamics of spike frequency were identified. Cells with rare discharges during waking and slow-wave sleep and maximum spike frequencies in the phasic stage of paradoxical sleep were regarded as PS-on neurons. Cells discharging at maximum frequency during waking, with decreases in frequency during slow-wave sleep and further decreases in paradoxical sleep, were regarded as PS-off neurons. Cells showing decreases in discharge frequency on the transition from waking to slow-wave sleep and increases in discharge frequency in paradoxical sleep, with grouped spikes during oculomotor activity, appeared to be responsible for generating the phasic phenomena of paradoxical sleep. The question of the involvement of neurons of different populations in the mechanisms of paradoxical sleep is discussed.